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Stylish and affordable titanium eyewear
from Inface
Danish Inface has more than 30 years experience in offering contemporary
eyewear and superb value. This season they have focused on the high-quality
titanium range, where lightness, flexibility and smart details truly reflect
their Danish heritage.

Aarhus, Denmark - Inface was founded by a Danish optician in 1987, who had
the ambition of creating fine eyewear with roots in minimalistic Danish
design, at a surprisingly attractive price point. Since then, more than 30 years
have passed and yet this is still the DNA and what Inface is all about.

The new Inface Collection
Eyewear from Inface has classic colors in deep tones, flattering shapes with
references to the styles of the 70’s and stylish details. The collection is
beautiful, uncomplicated and attractive in even the finest details.
The collection from Inface covers all needs: acetate, titanium, stainless steel
for optical frames and a select range of fashionable sun frames for both men
and women.
Visit Inface.com to explore the entire Inface Collection.

Attractive titanium
The titanium collection has a smart construction detail where connecting the
temple and the hinge; a perfectly balanced technique. The titanium range is
very nicely priced, offering high value for designer frames.
Inface models IF1337-38
2 shapes, 4 colors each

IF1337 col.2022
This series is a new rounded interpretation of the styles from the 1970’s. It is
a sporty and cool titanium concept with the trendy double bridge and elegant
colors like grey, black and gold. The flexible temples in colorful thin acetate
add improved comfort and a splash of color.

IF1337 col.6031 IF1338 col.9031

Design is the heart of our company
Design Eyewear Group creates and markets iconic eyewear brands, sold
worldwide by quality opticians for more than 40 years.
Great design is what defines all our brands. They are versatile and clearly
positioned: from audacious French design to a clean-cut Scandinavian look.
Please visit designeyeweargroup.com for more information on our brands.
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